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Abstract— This work addresses the issue of interference gener-1

ated by co-channel users in downlink multi-antenna multicarrier2

systems with frequency-packed faster-than-Nyquist (FTN) signal-3

ing. The resulting interference stems from an aggressive strategy4

for enhancing the throughput via frequency reuse across different5

users and the squeezing of signals in the time-frequency plane6

beyond the Nyquist limit. The spectral efficiency is proved to7

be increasing with the frequency packing and FTN acceleration8

factors. The lower bound for the FTN sampling period that9

guarantees information losslesness is derived as a function of the10

transmitting-filter roll-off factor, the frequency-packing factor,11

and the number of subcarriers. Space-time-frequency symbol-12

level precoders (SLPs) that trade off constructive and destructive13

interblock interference (IBI) at the single-antenna user terminals14

are proposed. Redundant elements are added as guard interval15

to cope with vestigial destructive IBI effects. The proposals can16

handle channels with delay spread longer than the multicarrier-17

symbol duration. The receiver architecture is simple, for it18

does not require digital multicarrier demodulation. Simulations19

indicate that the proposed SLP outperforms zero-forcing precod-20

ing and achieves a target balance between spectral and energy21

efficiencies by controlling the amount of added redundancy from22

zero (full IBI) to half (destructive IBI-free) the group delay of23

the equivalent channel.24

Index Terms— Symbol-level precoding (SLP), multiuser inter-25

ference (MUI), intercarrier interference (ICI), intersymbol inter-26

ference (ISI), interblock interference (IBI), faster than Nyquist27

(FTN), frequency packing, multiple-input single-output (MISO)28

multicarrier (MC) systems, frequency-selective channels.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

THE fundamentally limited physical resources of wireless31

communication systems are the wireless spectrum and32

transmit power. The exact resource which plays the main role33
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in a specific system design depends largely on the applica- 34

tion goals and constraints. In the context of multiuser (MU) 35

multiple-input single-output (MISO) downlink transmissions, 36

targeting higher data rates is the most common trend, which 37

requires an efficient usage of the available wireless spectrum. 38

From a physical-layer viewpoint, the aggressive frequency 39

reuse across different users as well as the packing of the 40

transmitted signals in the time-frequency plane [1], [2] are 41

amongst the most promising forms of increasing spectral 42

efficiency. 43

When a multi-antenna base station serves several user ter- 44

minals, the capacity gains stemming from full frequency-reuse 45

downlink transmissions are greatly affected by the under- 46

lying multiuser interference (MUI). Symbol-level precoding 47

(SLP) [3], [4] encompasses a set of techniques that can benefit 48

from the otherwise harmful MUI effects by shaping the trans- 49

mitted waveforms so as to induce constructive interference at 50

the user terminals [5]–[8]. SLP is a non-linear technique that 51

employs channel-state information (CSI) along with users’ 52

data to form the precoder. Several SLP schemes exploiting 53

different properties of the communication environment have 54

been proposed [9]–[12]; the reader is referred to [13] and [14] 55

for further details on SLP. 56

Besides aggressive frequency reuse, faster-than-Nyquist 57

(FTN) signaling [15] has recently been considered as a viable 58

alternative for enhancing spectral efficiency by accelerating the 59

transmission of symbols beyond the Nyquist limit [16]–[18]. 60

Although most FTN schemes focus on compensating the intro- 61

duced intersymbol interference (ISI) at the receiver end [2], 62

some recent works tackle the ISI using precoding tech- 63

niques [19]–[23] at the transmitter side, which is the focus 64

of our work. When multicarrier (MC) systems are employed, 65

one can squeeze the signals in both time and frequency 66

domains [1] via frequency-packed FTN signaling, and very 67

few works have exploited this fact along with precoding 68

designs [21], [22]. The authors in [21] have proposed an 69

MU-MISO spectrally efficient frequency division multiplex- 70

ing (SEFDM) scheme comprising a two-stage waveform and 71

space precoding architecture for frequency-packed MC sys- 72

tems. The waveform precoding pre-equalizes the self-created 73

intercarrier interference (ICI) within the waveform due to 74

frequency-packing, whereas the space precoding pre-cancels 75

the spatial MUI. The authors in [22] have proposed a linear 76

precoding scheme to be used in point-to-point scenarios, but 77
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its generalization to MU communications is still an open78

problem.79

It is worth noting that MC-modulated signals are commonly80

used in broadband communications to overcome the challenges81

imposed by frequency-selective channels. MC systems usually82

employ variations of the well-known orthogonal frequency-83

division multiplexing (OFDM) [24]. Although most OFDM-84

based schemes focus on compensating ISI at the receiver end,85

it is possible to adapt well-known precoders, such as maximum86

ratio transmitter (MRT) [25] and zero-forcing (ZF) [26], to the87

multicarrier case, considering the equivalent model of parallel88

flat-fading channels obtained from a convenient introduction89

of guard intervals. In this case, the guard-interval length is90

larger than the equivalent channel order.91

Conventional precoders usually handle MUI only in the92

spatial domain. This also applies to OFDM systems thanks to93

their equivalent parallel flat-fading model. When such a model94

is not suitable, the users’ data, which are split into subcarriers95

(frequency domain) and are transmitted using an antenna96

array (spatial domain), may experience both spatial interfer-97

ence and ICI, besides ISI stemming from FTN accelerated98

transmissions. Space-time-frequency precoding is, therefore,99

called for. In fact, the design of space-time-frequency SLP100

techniques that induce constructive interference at the receivers101

is an open problem as of yet. A key aspect in such an open102

problem is to address how these schemes can cope with the103

interblock interference (IBI) inherent in frequency-selective104

channels.105

In this work, we address this open problem by proposing106

a new MU-MISO system model that tackles the frequency-107

selectivity-related IBI, ISI, and ICI effects using space-time-108

frequency SLPs. We adapt to the non-linear setup some ideas109

from reduced-redundancy linear transceivers [27]–[33], and110

design redundant space-time-frequency SLPs that minimize111

the total transmit power while allowing for the trade-off112

between constructive and destructive IBI effects. Redundant113

elements are added as guard interval to cope with vestigial114

destructive IBI effects. In order to reduce the impact on115

spectral efficiency, the amount of added redundancy may vary116

from zero (full IBI) to half (destructive IBI-free) the group117

delay of the equivalent channel model. Thus, in addition to118

saving bandwidth as compared to conventional OFDM-based119

systems (since the group delay is usually much smaller than120

the channel order, and we use at most half the group delay121

as guard-interval length), the proposed precoders also simplify122

the receiver architecture by relieving it of performing discrete123

Fourier transform (DFT) computations, as it will be further124

detailed. We also characterize mathematically the behavior of125

the spectral efficiency (i.e., the achievable data rate, or maxi-126

mum throughput, normalized by the bandwidth) showing its127

monotonicity with respect to the sampling time and frequency-128

packing factor. We derive the minimum admissable sampling129

time that allows for information losslessness [23] as a function130

of the frequency-packing factor, the number of subcarriers, and131

the roll-off factor of the transmiting/receiving filters. We also132

provide the relations among important variables, like the min-133

imum guard-interval length that enables destructive IBI-free134

transmissions as a function of the group delay of the effective135

channel, as well as the exact number of backward and forward136

IBI-related blocks affecting the signal reconstruction at the 137

receiver end. 138

The paper is organized as follows. An MU-MISO system 139

model of a multicarrier linear ZF precoder is described in 140

Section II. A set of new results along with detailed discussions 141

regarding frequency-packed FTN signaling are provided in 142

Section III. A new MU-MISO multicarrier system is proposed 143

in Section IV along with the non-linear space-time-frequency 144

SLP. The performance of the proposed precoders is assessed 145

through numerical experiments in Section V. The concluding 146

remarks are in Section VI. 147

Notation: Scalars are denoted by italic letters, whereas 148

vectors and matrices are denoted by boldface letters (low- 149

ercase for vectors and uppercase for matrices). Calligraphic 150

letters denote sets. Discrete-time signals are expressed with 151

brackets and continuous-time signals with parentheses; δ[n] is 152

the Kronecker discrete-time pulse, whereas δ(t) is the Dirac 153

continuous-time impulse. The Fourier transform of f(t) is 154

denoted as F (jω), wherein j2 = −1. The symbols � and ∗ 155

denote definition assignment and linear convolution, respec- 156

tively, whereas ⊗ and � denote Kronecker and Hadamard 157

products, respectively. The notations (·)ᵀ and (·)H stand for 158

transpose and Hermitian transpose operations on (·), respec- 159

tively. The real and imaginary parts of a complex number 160

z = a + jb are respectively denoted by �{z} = a and 161

�{z} = b. If x is a vector, then [x]n denotes its nth entry. 162

Given a real number x, �x� and 	x
 respectively stand for 163

the largest integer smaller than or equal to x and the smallest 164

integer greater than or equal to x. 165

II. MULTICARRIER PRECODING PRELIMINARIES 166

A. System Model 167

Consider the base-band MU-MISO system model of a 168

downlink multicarrier transmission to K single-antenna user 169

terminals via N ≥ K antennas illustrated in Fig. 1. 170

For the precoding design, we will assume perfect CSI 171

knowledge at the transmitter side. The system works in a 172

block-based manner, so that the data stream to be deliv- 173

ered to the kth user is divided into non-overlapping blocks 174

with M symbols from a complex-valued constellation C. Let 175

sk[m] ∈ C, with m ∈ M � {0, 1, . . . , M − 1}, denote the 176

constellation symbols of one block to be transmitted to the 177

kth user, and sk denote a vector gathering the M symbols of 178

the block. All vectors sk, with k ∈ K � {0, 1, . . . , K − 1}, 179

are linearly processed jointly by the zero-forcing precoder to 180

yield the precoded vectors dn ∈ CM×1, with n ∈ N � 181

{0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. Each precoded vector dn passes through a 182

digital multicarrier modulator implemented via an inverse DFT 183

(IDFT) operation, followed by a redundancy insertion block, 184

thus generating the vector xn ∈ CP×1, in which P � M +R, 185

with R denoting the number of redundant elements added as 186

guard interval in the form of zero padding (ZP). 187

The continuous-time signal x̃n(t) that feeds the RF chain 188

of the nth antenna element is the output of a digital-to-analog 189

converter (DAC) with sampling time Ts; thus, by defining the 190

index set P � {0, 1, . . . , P − 1}, one has 191

x̃n(t) �
∑
p∈P

xn[p] · f(t − pTs) = (xn ∗ f) (t), (1) 192
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Fig. 1. Multiuser MISO base-band model of a linear zero-forcing precoder.

where f(t) denotes the transmitting pulse (e.g., a square-root193

raised cosine—SRRC) and194

xn(t) �
∑
p∈P

xn[p] · δ(t − pTs). (2)195

Let us assume a frequency-selective channel whose coher-196

ence time is longer than the duration for transmitting one block197

of signals, and let h̃k,n(t) denote the impulse response of the198

base-band physical link between the nth transmitting antenna199

and the kth user terminal. The base-band signal received by200

the kth user is201

ỹk(t) �
∑

n∈N

(
h̃k,n ∗ x̃n

)
(t) + ṽk(t), (3)202

in which ṽk(t) is an additive noise signal.203

The signal at the output of the receiving filter g(t) is204

yk(t) �
∑

n∈N

∑
p∈P

xn[p] · hk,n(t − pTs) + vk(t), (4)205

in which vk(t) � (g ∗ ṽk) (t) is the equivalent noise and206

hk,n(t) � (h̃k,n ∗ g ∗ f)(t) (5)207

is the equivalent base-band channel model. After sampling the208

signal yk(t), the resulting samples are collected in the vector209

yk ∈ C
P×1 and then processed via a redundancy removal210

step, followed by a multicarrier demodulation implemented211

via a DFT operation, before the actual symbol detection.212

B. Linear ZF Precoder213

When dealing with standard linear ZF precoders, it is214

implicitly assumed that R is sufficiently large so that the215

redundancy addition at the transmitter and removal at the216

receiver are able to eliminate IBI as well as to induce a217

circulant-channel structure for each equivalent link between218

transmitting antennas and user terminal.219

At the receiver side, after the redundancy removal the result-220

ing signal is multiplied by the M -dimensional unitary DFT221

matrix W , which combined with the IDFT in the transmitter,222

is able to diagonalize the corresponding equivalent channel223

matrix [24]. Hence, one can write the estimated symbols of 224

the kth user as 225

ŝk =
∑

n∈N

Λk,ndn + zk, (6) 226

where Λk,n is an M × M diagonal matrix containing the 227

frequency response of the equivalent channel between the nth
228

antenna element and the kth user terminal [24], and zk is the 229

equivalent additive noise. 230

Thus, one has the following complete model: 231⎡
⎢⎣ ŝ0

...
ŝK−1

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�ŝ∈CMK×1

=

⎡
⎢⎣ Λ0,0 · · · Λ0,N−1

...
...

...
ΛK−1,0 · · · ΛK−1,N−1

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�H∈CMK×MN

⎡
⎢⎣ d0

...
dN−1

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�d∈CMN×1

232

+

⎡
⎢⎣ z0

...
zK−1

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�z∈CMK×1

(7) 233

or, simply, 234

ŝ = Hd + z. (8) 235

The ZF precoded signals are therefore obtained as [26] 236

d = HH
(
HHH

)−1

s, (9) 237

wherein s �
[
sᵀ0 · · · sᵀK−1

]ᵀ
. Note that, due to the structure 238

of H , the signals sk[m] modulating the mth subcarrier are 239

spatially combined for all users k ∈ K without exchanging 240

data among subcarriers (spatial-domain precoding). In other 241

words, this multicarrier model is equivalent to M parallel 242

single-carrier precoded transmissions. Indeed, the mth entry 243

of vector ŝk in (7) can be written as 244

ŝk[m] =
(
λ

(m)
k

)ᵀ
d(m) + zk[m], ∀m ∈ M , (10) 245

where λ
(m)
k ∈ CN×1 collects the mth diagonal entry of all 246

the N matrices Λk,n, with n ∈ N , whereas d(m) ∈ CN×1
247

collects the mth entry (corresponding to the mth subcarrier) of 248
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all the N precoded vectors dn, with n ∈ N . Now, considering249

all the K users, one gets250 ⎡
⎢⎣ ŝ0[m]

...
ŝK−1[m]

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�ŝ(m)∈CK×1

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
λ

(m)
0

)ᵀ
...(

λ
(m)
K−1

)ᵀ
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�H(m)∈CK×N

d(m) +

⎡
⎢⎣ z0[m]

...
zK−1[m]

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�z(m)∈CK×1

, ∀m ∈ M ,251

(11)252

or, simply,253

ŝ(m) = H(m)d(m) + z(m), ∀m ∈ M . (12)254

Therefore, the (per-subcarrier) ZF precoded signals can alter-255

natively be written as256

d(m) =
(
H(m)

)H
[
H(m)

(
H(m)

)H
]−1

s(m), ∀m ∈ M ,257

(13)258

wherein s(m) � [ s0[m] · · · sK−1[m] ]ᵀ.259

C. Remarks260

Usually, (f ∗ g)(t) is a T1-Nyquist filter with roll-off factor261

ρ ∈ (0, 1] and period T1 > 0, so that no additional ISI262

is induced as long as: (i) Ts = T1; (ii) the received signal263

employs the same sampling time Ts; and (iii) there is no264

time offset. Indeed, (f ∗ g)(pT1) ∝ δ[p − δ0], where δ0 is265

a discrete-time delay; this means the transmitting/receiving266

filters spread the signal in time without inducing interference267

among the samples spaced apart at multiples of T1. However,268

when attempting to increase throughput by increasing the269

baud-rate making Ts < T1, one may end up with an equivalent270

channel for which the number of redundant elements R is not271

sufficient to guarantee complete IBI elimination. In fact, the272

residual interference might be significant enough to impair273

the overall system performance in terms of bit-error rate or274

throughput.275

The next section addresses the case in which the trans-276

mission of signals are frequency-packed by using frac-277

tional Fourier transform and accelerated by using a sampling278

time Ts < T1.279

III. FREQUENCY-PACKED FASTER-280

THAN-NYQUIST SIGNALING281

Let us start by analyzing the spectrum of the transmitted282

signals for the system model in Section II-A. The Fourier283

transform of the base-band transmitted signal in (1) is284

X̃n(jΩ) = Xn

(
ejΩTs

)
F (jΩ), (14)285

where Xn

(
ejω
)

is the discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT)286

of the sequence xn[m], with m ∈ M . When expressing the287

corresponding continuous-time Fourier transform, one has that288

Xn

(
ejΩTs

)
is 2π

Ts
-periodic, so that one can state that the entire289

information about the signal is, for instance, within the low-290

pass band
[
0, 2π

Ts

)
rad/s. Being more specific, one has291

Xn

(
ejω
)

=
∑

m′∈M dn[m′]DTFT
{

1√
M

ej 2π
M mm′

}
, (15)292

and by defining the window w[m] = 1√
M

, for all m ∈ M , 293

and w[m] = 0 otherwise, then one can write 294

DTFT
{
w[m]ej 2π

M mm′}
= W

(
ej(ω− 2π

M m′)
)
, ∀m′ ∈ M , 295

(16) 296

where 297

W
(
ejω
)

� e−jω(M−1
2 )

√
M

sin
(

ωM
2

)
sin
(

ω
2

) . (17) 298

Although the support of the 2π-periodic function W
(
ejω
)

299

spans, for instance, the whole interval [0, 2π) rad/sample, let 300

us assume for the sake of discussion that the main lobe of 301

W
(
ejω
)

essentially defines its bandwidth, which is there- 302

fore 2π
M . Thus, the bandwidth of Xn

(
ejω
)

in terms of nor- 303

malized frequency in the range [0, 2π) rad/sample is 304

2π

M
(M − 1) +

2π

M
= 2π, (18) 305

which shows that, no matter the number of subcarriers M , 306

the MC-modulated signal is full-band and, therefore, the 307

continuous-time signal before the pulse shaping, xn(t), 308

occupies the entire band
[
0, 2π

Ts

)
rad/s. 309

A. Frequency-Packed Transmissions 310

One can attempt to increase the spectrum efficiency of the 311

MC-modulated scheme in Fig. 1 by replacing the IDFT matrix 312

in the transmitter side with the so-called inverse fractional 313

Fourier transform (IFrFT) matrix W H
β [34]—see the proposed 314

transmitter structure in Fig. 2 on p. 8666. The entry (m, m′) ∈ 315

M 2 of the IFrFT matrix is ej 2πβ
M mm′

, wherein β ∈ (0, 1] is 316

a parameter that controls the frequency packing. In addition, 317

considering a post-IFrFT modulation by w[m]e−jπβ(M−1
M )m, 318

the entry (m, m) of the diagonal matrix Σβ in Fig. 2, which 319

shifts the frequency-domain content so that the center fre- 320

quency is now at 0 rad (instead of π rad),1 then one has 321

Xn

(
ejω
)

=
∑

m′∈M

dn[m′] 322

DTFT
{
w[m]e−jπβ(M−1

M )mej 2πβ
M mm′}

, (19) 323

where 324

DTFT
{
w[m]e−jπβ(M−1

M )mej 2πβ
M mm′}

325

= W
(
ej(ω−β 2π

M (m′−(M−1)/2))
)
, ∀m′ ∈ M , (20) 326

so that the bandwidth of Xn

(
ejω
)

in the range 327

[−π, π) rad/sample is now 328

β
2π

M
(M − 1) +

2π

M
= 2π ·

(
M − 1

M
β +

1
M

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

�ξM (β)

= 2πξM (β), 329

(21) 330

1The modulation by e
−jπβ

�
M−1

M

�
m

is particularly important when accel-
erating the transmissions via FTN, since the magnitude response of the
transmitting filter, |F (jΩ)|, is symmetric around the origin.
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in which ξM (β) < 1 for any β ∈ (0, 1) as long as331

M > 1, whereas ξM (1) = 1 for any M ≥ 1. Therefore,332

the continuous-time signal before the pulse shaping, xn(t),333

essentially occupies the band
[
−πξM(β)

Ts
, πξM (β)

Ts

)
rad/s. The334

transmitting and receiving filters can thus be chosen as iden-335

tical pulses (i.e., g(t) = f(t)), such that |F (jΩ)|2 satisfies the336

Tβ-Nyquist ISI-free property [35], with337

Tβ =
T1

ξM (β)
, (22)338

and with frequency support339 [
− (1+ρ)πξM (β)

T1
, (1+ρ)πξM (β)

T1

)
rad/s.340

B. Faster-Than-Nyquist Transmissions341

When Ts = αT1 < Tβ = T1/ξM (β), the transmissions342

of samples are accelerated using an FTN signaling [2]. This343

happens when αξM (β) ∈ (0, 1). In this case, the equivalent344

channel h
(β)
k,n(t) in (5)—now with the explicit dependency345

on the factor β, since (f ∗ g)(t) is a Tβ-Nyquist filter—346

accounts for the ISI induced by the fact that the Nyquist pulse347

assumption is no longer valid, thus potentially impacting the348

parameters’ choice of the system, such as the guard-interval349

length R defined in Section II-A.350

On the one hand, α should be made small to accelerate as351

much as possible the transmissions aiming to achieve higher352

data rates. On the other hand, α ≤ 1 should be made large to353

reduce the harmful ISI effects over the transmissions; notice354

also that, when there is significant ISI, bandwidth resources355

could also be spent in the transmission of redundant elements356

to cope with the underlying IBI, thus decreasing the spectral357

efficiency [24]. Hence, it is not straightforward to guarantee358

that, by decreasing α, one has spectral efficiency gains for the359

system model in Section II-A; nor is clear to which extent α360

can be decreased without significantly harming the transmis-361

sion performance. These aspects will be further investigated362

in the next section.363

C. Theoretical Analysis364

Assume that Ts = αT1 and that the discrete-time equivalent365

channel model of the MU-MISO system in Section II-A366

is parameterized by the coefficients hk,n[0], hk,n[1], . . .,367

hk,n[να,β ] ∈ C, for all (k, n) ∈ K × N , wherein368

να,β � sup
(k,n)∈K ×N

{
ν0 ∈ N ; |hk,n[ν0]|= |h(β)

k,n(αν0T1)|>ε
}

369

(23)370

for a given threshold ε ≥ 0.2 In this case, να,β denotes371

the order of the MU-MISO channel for the sampling time372

Ts = αT1 and Tβ-Nyquist filter (f ∗ g)(t).373

Note that, for another sampling time T ′
s = α′T1, with374

α′ ∈ (0, 1], one has να,β ≈
(

α′
α

)
· να′,β . As the number of375

redundant elements Rα,β—now with the explicit dependency376

on the factors α and β—is usually proportional to να,β [24],377

[28], let us assume that Rα,β =
⌊

α′
α · Rα′,β

⌋
, with �·� standing378

2Note that να,β < ∞ for physically meaningful channel models, otherwise
one would end up with

�
ν∈N

|hk,n[ν]|2 = ∞.

for the floor function. Intuitively, the tendency is that when 379

transmissions are accelerated, the channel order increases 380

along with the corresponding guard-interval length.3 Also, 381

when more symbols are packed in the frequency domain (i.e., 382

when β decreases), the effect of the underlying Tβ-Nyquist 383

filter (f ∗ g)(t) upon the physical channel h̃k,n(t) in (5) is to 384

focus on a narrower channel band, thus potentially yielding 385

discrete-time channel models with lower orders, requiring less 386

redundant elements in the transmission. 387

Furthermore, consider the following definition correspond- 388

ing to the achievable data rate (or maximum throughput) 389

normalized by the bandwidth. 390

Definition 1: The spectral efficiency is 391

SE0(α, β) � M

M + Rα,β
· 1
αξM (β)

· b · rc

2(1 + ρ)
[bit/s/Hz], 392

(24) 393

in which ξM (β) is defined in (21), b is the number of bits 394

per constellation symbol, rc is the channel coding rate, and 395

ρ ∈ (0, 1] is the roll-off factor. 396

We note that Definition 1 does not take into account pos- 397

sible errors in the transmission/reception process.4 With this 398

definition, one has the following result. 399

Proposition 1: Given β ∈ (0, 1], SE0(α, β) is a decreasing 400

function of α ∈ (0, 1]. 401

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A. � 402

Remark 1: In fact, from the proof of Proposition 1, one can 403

be more precise and state that the relative gain in the spectral 404

efficiency that one can get from decreasing α′ to α is 405

SE0(α, β) − SE0(α′, β)
SE0(α′, β)

≥
[
1 −
( α

α′
)] M

M + Rα′,β
. (25) 406

Proposition 2: Given α ∈ (0, 1], SE0(α, β) is a decreasing 407

function of β ∈ (0, 1]. 408

Proof: This follows straightforwardly from Rα,β being a 409

monotonic non-increasing function of β and ξM (β) being a 410

monotonic decreasing function of β. � 411

Remark 2: Note that the results in Propositions 1 and 2 412

still hold when Rα,β is constant (i.e., independent of α and 413

β). This case is also common in some practical systems that 414

define a fixed guard-interval length based on CSI statistics, 415

instead of optimizing it for the instantaneous CSI. 416

These results suggest that one should decrease Ts as much 417

as possible or increase Tβ as much as possible; yet, when 418

doing so, the channel taps hk,n[p] also change (even if the 419

physical link is kept the same). This eventually means one 420

cannot discard the possibility of having an equivalent channel 421

more favorable to the transmission (performance-wise, so to 422

speak) when using, for instance, a larger Ts, which eventu- 423

ally might impact the effective spectral efficiency—the one 424

considering transmission errors. In fact, one can already infer 425

that the degree of acceleration is a function of the roll-off 426

factor ρ ∈ (0, 1], considering that |F (jΩ)|2 is a Tβ-Nyquist 427

pulse. Indeed, F (jΩ) preserves the signal spectrum Xn

(
ejΩTs

)
428

3In other words, in order to save bandwidth for useful data, one parsi-
moniously increases the amount of redundant elements—hence the use of the
floor function to obtain an integer value—when accelerating the transmissions
using 0 < α < α′ ≤ 1.

4In Section V, we shall measure the “effective” spectral efficiency by taking
into account possible errors in the transmission/reception process.
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unchanged within the band
[
− (1−ρ)π

Tβ
, (1−ρ)π

Tβ

)
rad/s when429

Ts = T1, which means that virtually the transmitting pulse430

does not introduce frequency selectivity in the process for431

small ρ, as long as the signal is frequency packed by a432

factor β. Now, if an acceleration factor α ∈ (0, 1) is433

employed, then the information in Xn

(
ejαΩT

)
is within the434

band
[
− ξM (β)

α
π
T1

, ξM (β)
α

π
T1

)
rad/s, which means that there is435

an expansion of its analog frequency range. This means that436

part of the frequency content will be attenuated by the low-437

pass filter F (jΩ). The smaller the value of α, the greater438

the induced frequency selectivity. Similarly, the smaller the439

value of β, the greater the induced ICI due to the loss of440

orthogonality among subcarriers. If α is too small, parts of441

the signal spectrum Xn

(
ejαΩT

)
may be lost due to the low-442

pass filtering, since the output of the DAC is ideally zeroed for443

|Ω| ≥ (1+ρ)πξM (β)
T1

. This confirms that one might accelerate444

the transmissions and still be able to reconstruct the signal,445

as long as it is above a given lower-bound, αmin ∈ (0, 1], for446

α to guarantee information losslessness [23] in the following447

sense.448

Definition 2: The pair (f(t), Ts) yields an information-449

losslessness transmission if, given x̃n(t) in (1), there exists450

a receiving filter g(t) such that x̂n[p] � x̂n(pTs) = xn[p],451

∀p ∈ P , with x̂n(t) � (x̃n ∗ g) (t).452

The following lemma characterizes the transmitting filters453

that enable information-losslessness transmissions.454

Lemma 1: The information-losslessness condition in Defi-455

nition 2 is met if and only if456

∑
i∈Z

∣∣∣∣F
(

j
(ω + 2πi)

Ts

)∣∣∣∣2 > 0, ∀ω ∈ R. (26)457

Proof: See Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 in [35]. �458

Assuming a square-root Tβ-Nyquist transmitting filter with459

roll-off factor ρ ∈ (0, 1], one has the following result.460

Proposition 3: Given β ∈ (0, 1] and M ≥ 1, one has461

αmin = 1
(1+ρ)ξM (β) .462

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B. �463

The next section describes how the redundancy addi-464

tion/removal can deal with IBI effects.465

IV. MULTICARRIER SYMBOL-LEVEL PRECODING466

As explained in Section II-C, the guard interval that is467

usually considered for block-based transmissions might not468

be long enough to deal with the IBI effects stemming from469

accelerated signaling. As a matter of fact, even the wide-470

spread assumption that a given received data block suffers the471

interference from up two adjacent transmitted blocks is usu-472

ally unrealistic for delay-constrained applications—i.e., those473

employing small to moderate block lengths Pα,β = M +Rα,β ,474

as compared to the channel order να,β—in which typical475

transmitting/receiving filters, like SRRC, are used. For this476

reason, we shall first propose an appropriate model for sequen-477

tial transmissions, and then move on to the proposed system478

architecture for multicarrier SLP.479

A. Sequential Transmissions 480

In sequential transmissions, the �th received block after 481

sampling, synchronization, and buffering can be written as 482

yk[�] =
∑

n∈N

⎛
⎝H ISIk,n

xn[�] +
∑

b∈B(f)

H
(f)
IBIk,n

[b]xn[� − b] 483

+
∑

b∈B(b)

H
(b)
IBIk,n

[b]xn[� + b]

⎞
⎠+ vk[�], (27) 484

where xn[�] = [ xn[0+(�−1)P ] · · · xn[P − 1+ (�−1)P ] ]ᵀ, 485

the index sets B(f) and B(b) contain positive integer numbers, 486

whereas the ISI and forward/backward IBI5 matrices are P×P 487

Toeplitz matrices, in which, for a given group delay6 δ ∈ N 488

and a given pair of row-column indexes (pr, pc) ∈ P2, one 489

has7
490[

H ISIk,n

]
pr,pc

491

�
{

hk,n[pr−pc+δ], 0 ≤ pr−pc+δ ≤ ν,

0, otherwise.
(28a) 492[

H
(f)
IBIk,n

[b]
]

pr,pc

493

�
{

hk,n[bP +pr−pc+δ], 0 ≤ bP +pr−pc+δ ≤ ν,

0, otherwise.
494

(28b) 495[
H

(b)
IBIk,n

[b]
]

pr,pc

496

�
{

hk,n[−bP +pr−pc+δ], 0 ≤−bP +pr−pc+δ ≤ ν,

0, otherwise.
497

(28c) 498

In this context, it is important to determine how many blocks 499

affect the �th received block and classify them as forward and 500

backward IBI, i.e., to characterize the index sets B(f) and 501

B(b). The following result addresses this problem. 502

Proposition 4: Let the group delay be written as 503

δ = qδP + ρδ < ν, (29) 504

with qδ ∈ N and ρδ ∈ P , and consider the integer number 505

B �
⌈ ν

P

⌉
+ 2, (30) 506

with 	·
 standing for the ceiling function. The maximum num- 507

ber of blocks that may affect the reception of the �th data 508

block in the sequential (streaming-like) transmission in (27) is 509

either 510

• B when ρδ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ν − (B − 3)P − 1}, or 511

• B − 1 otherwise. 512

5Taking � as the time index of the current data block, the forward IBI
corresponds to the interference coming from previous data blocks toward
the current block (“�−b � �”), whereas the backward IBI corresponds to
the interference that, for instance, the current block will generate toward
previously transmitted blocks (“�� � − b”).

6We employ the term “group delay” in the conventional signal processing
sense, meaning the time delay of a wideband signal that is processed by a
linear time-invariant filter. When working with accelerated transmissions, it is
important to take into account this parameter to avoid ill-conditioned effective
channel matrices.

7For notation clarity’s sake, the dependency on α and β will be omitted in
this discussion.
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Fig. 2. Proposed multiuser MISO base-band model of a space-time-frequency symbol-level precoder.

Moreover, the index sets for the forward and backward data513

blocks are respectively given by514

B(f) = {1, . . . , B − 2 − qδ} and B(b) = {1, . . . , qδ + 1}.515

(31)516

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C. �517

B. Proposed System Model518

We propose the multiuser system architecture depicted in519

Fig. 2. As compared to Fig. 1, the main differences are: (i) the520

amount of redundancy added at the transmitter; (ii) the way521

the redundancy is removed at the receiver; (iii) the absence522

of a multicarrier digital demodulator at the receiver; (iv) the523

substitution of the IDFT by the IFrFT as multicarrier mod-524

ulator, followed by a frequency shifter; and (v) the use of a525

space-time-frequency SLP.526

The primary goal of symbol-level redundancy is combating527

IBI. However, interference plays a twofold role in symbol-528

level precoders, which are able to partially benefit from529

constructive interference—IBI included. More specifically,530

considering the model in (27) and the signal-processing flow531

depicted in Fig. 2, as532

IBI =
∑

n∈N

∑
b∈B(f)

RH
(f)
IBIk,n

[b]AΣβW H
β dn[� − b]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
forward IBI

533

+
∑

n∈N

∑
b∈B(b)

RH
(b)
IBIk,n

[b]AΣβW H
β dn[� + b]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
backward IBI

,534

(32)535

the forward IBI from the previous blocks is already known536

while designing a given block and can be used as a basis537

for constructive interference. However, the backward IBI of538

the current block toward the previous one is still destructive539

since the previous one has been already designed.540

Thus, in order to deal with the backward IBI harmful541

effects, we propose the use of redundant zero-padding zero-542

jamming (ZP-ZJ) transceivers [24], [28], [30], [32], [33] with543

an adjustable amount of redundant elements which are added544

and removed through the multiplication by the matrices 545

A �
[
0Rα,β×M

IM

]
, (33a) 546

R �
[
IM 0M×Rα,β

]
. (33b) 547

As the amount of added redundancy has a direct impact on 548

the spectrum efficiency of the communication system, Rα,β 549

should be as small as possible. In this context, given the pair 550

(A, R) in (33), the following result holds. 551

Proposition 5: The minimum guard-interval length that 552

enables backward-IBI-free transmissions is 553

RIBI-free
α,β �

⌈
δ

2

⌉
. (34) 554

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix D. � 555

It is worth questioning whether the amount of redundant 556

elements inserted in the transmission is reasonably small or 557

not. In this context, consider the following definition. 558

Definition 3: The pair (M, Rα,β) yields an efficient trans- 559

mission if M/(M + Rα,β) > 50%. 560

In plain text, Definition 3 states that efficient transmissions 561

are those where the useful data symbols in a block are more 562

than the redundant symbols. With this definition in mind, the 563

following result comes as a consequence of Proposition 5. 564

Corollary 1: For backward-IBI-free efficient transmissions 565

one must have δ ∈ P . 566

Proof: For backward-IBI-free efficient transmissions one 567

must have 2Rα,β ≥ δ and M > Rα,β . Thus, Pα,β = M + 568

Rα,β > Rα,β + Rα,β ≥ δ. � 569

Remark 3: From (29) and Corollary 1, backward-IBI-free 570

efficient transmissions are possible only when qδ = 0, which 571

means that there is only one backward IBI block to be elimi- 572

nated through the ZP-ZJ process, since B(b) = {1}. 573

We propose employing an adjustable reduced amount of 574

redundant elements 575

Rα,β ∈ Rα,β �
{
0, 1, · · · , RIBI-free

α,β

}
, (35) 576

which allows us to control the degree of remaining 577

backward IBI. 578

Note that the pair (A, R) in (33) does not induce a circulant 579

structure in the matrix RHISIk,n
A. This means that, even 580

if a DFT matrix were to be used at the receiver side, as in 581
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Fig. 1, no diagonalization of the effective channel matrix582

would be obtained. For this reason, we propose simplifying583

the receiver while letting the symbol-level precoder to deal584

with the resulting effective channel model.585

The reconstructed signals ŝk[�] at the receiver end,586

∀k ∈ K , are obtained from the received block yk[�] in (27)587

by discarding the last Rα,β samples of the received block,588

i.e., ŝk[�] = Ryk[�].8 Considering the signal-processing flow589

depicted in Fig. 2, one can write xn[�] = AΣβW H
β dn[�],590

∀n ∈ N , and therefore the reconstructed signals of all users591

can be written as (36), shown at the bottom of the page, where592

the interference-plus-noise component due to the remaining593

backward IBI components is (37), shown at the bottom594

of the page.595

Note that the term HISId[�] +
∑

b∈B(f) HIBI[b]d[� − b]596

in (36) is a model for the reconstructed signal ŝ[�]; the597

model fits perfectly the reconstructed signal in the ideal case598

where backward IBI and noise are not present (i.e., when599

z′[�] = 0). This destructive-interference-plus-noise-free model600

will be used in Section IV-C for the definition of the proposed601

SLP scheme.602

C. Non-Linear Space-Time-Frequency Symbol-Level Precoder603

We propose using a space-time-frequency SLP scheme604

accounting for MUI and frequency-selective-related605

interference—in the form of ISI, ICI, and IBI. The idea606

is to exploit the interference in space, time, and frequency607

domains in a constructive manner. Inspired by the dirty paper608

coding (DPC) principle [36], the knowledge of the forward609

8From the reconstructed signals ŝk[�] one can detect the symbols by means
of a conventional single-user hard or soft detection, or directly reconstruct the
bits using hard or soft decoding schemes.

IBI
∑

b∈B(f) HIBI[b]d[�− b] can be taken into account in the 610

transmission, whereas the remaining backward IBI in z′[�] 611

tends to degrade the system performance. 612

A possible cost function is related to the minimization of 613

total transmit power. If only one block were to be transmitted 614

as in (1), then the corresponding total energy (i.e., considering 615

all transmit antennas) would be 616

E �
∑

n∈N

∞∫
−∞

|x̃n(t)|2
Z0

dt = 1
Z0

∑
n∈N xH

n Cfxn, (38) 617

in which Z0 > 0 denotes the antenna impedance, 618

|x̃n(t)|2/Z0 is the instantaneous power, and [Cf ]pr,pc
� 619

(f ∗ f) ((pr − pc)Ts), for all pr, pc ∈ P . As mentioned before, 620

f(t) is assumed to be a square-root Tβ-Nyquist filter with even 621

symmetry around the origin t = 0. Since Ts �= Tβ in general, 622

then the temporal correlations of the transmitting pulse must 623

be taken into account when modeling the transmission power, 624

which is proportional to the total energy. 625

Once again, recalling that xn = AΣβW H
β dn (see Fig. 2), 626

one can rewrite (38) as (39), shown at the bottom of the next 627

page, and therefore, by using the model for the reconstructed 628

signal (cf. the end of Section IV-B), the proposed SLP convex 629

optimization problem is9
630

minimize
d[	]∈CNM×1

dH[�]Γd[�] 631

subject to HISId[�] +
∑

b∈B(f)

H IBI[b]d[� − b] � q � s[�], 632

(40) 633

9The problem is strictly convex, since Γ is a positive-definite matrix. One
can use the CVX software [37] to solve such a problem.

⎡
⎢⎣ ŝ0[�]

...
ŝK−1[�]

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�ŝ[	]

=

⎡
⎢⎣

RHISI0,0AΣβW H
β · · · RHISI0,N−1AΣβW H

β
...

. . .
...

RHISIK−1,0AΣβW H
β · · · RH ISIK−1,N−1AΣβW H

β

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�HISI∈CKM×NM

⎡
⎢⎣ d0[�]

...
dN−1[�]

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�d[	]

+
∑

b∈B(f)

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

RH
(f)
IBI0,0

[b]AΣβW H
β · · · RH

(f)
IBI0,N−1

[b]AΣβW H
β

...
. . .

...

RH
(f)
IBIK−1,0

[b]AΣβW H
β · · · RH

(f)
IBIK−1,N−1

[b]AΣβW H
β

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�HIBI[b]∈CKM×NM

⎡
⎢⎣ d0[� − b]

...
dN−1[� − b]

⎤
⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎣ z′

0[�]
...

z′
K−1[�]

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�z′[	]

= H ISId[�] +
∑

b∈B(f)

HIBI[b]d[� − b] + z′[�], (36)

z′[�] =
∑

b∈B(b)

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

RH
(b)
IBI0,0

[b]AΣβW H
β · · · RH

(b)
IBI0,N−1

[b]AΣβW H
β

...
. . .

...

RH
(b)
IBIK−1,0

[b]AΣβW H
β · · · RH

(b)
IBIK−1,N−1

[b]AΣβW H
β

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ d0[� + b]

...
dN−1[� + b]

⎤
⎥⎦+

⎡
⎢⎣ Rv0[�]

...
RvK−1[�]

⎤
⎥⎦. (37)
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Fig. 3. QPSK constellation (symbols in black big dots) with the correspond-
ing CI regions (in gray).

in which s[�] ∈ CKM×1 contains the actual intended symbols634

for all K users, q ∈ CKM×1 collects quality-of-service-635

related parameters, such as target signal-to-interference-plus-636

noise ratio (SINR) γk > 0 and noise variance σ2
k > 0,637

with k ∈ K , and � denotes point-wise product between638

vectors. The operator � denotes that each entry of the vector639

in the L.H.S. of the constraint in (40)—i.e., the model for640

the clean reconstructed signals—belongs to the constructive641

interference (CI) region of the corresponding intended symbol642

in the vector s[�], as explained below. The constraint in (40)643

is responsible for shaping the precoded signals so that the644

corresponding communication signals are added constructively645

at the receiver end.646

Fig. 3 illustrates the CI regions for a QPSK constellation.647

As an example, assume that the intended symbol for the kth
648

user at the mth subcarrier of the �th block is sk[m + (� −649

1)M ] = (1+j)/
√

2, i.e., the black big dot in the first quadrant650

of Fig. 3. Then, having the corresponding reconstructed signal651

ŝk[m + (� − 1)M ] with �{ŝk[m + (� − 1)M ]} ≥ qk/
√

2652

and �{ŝk[m + (� − 1)M ]} ≥ qk/
√

2 means that constructive653

interference has taken place. Indeed, in this example, the654

reconstructed signal ŝk[m+(�−1)M ] belongs to the unlimited655

gray region in the first quadrant of Fig. 3, which means it has656

been pushed further deeper into the proper decision region657

of the scaled constellation symbol qk · sk[m + (� − 1)M ]— 658

the scaling factor qk = σk
√

γk guarantees that the desired 659

quality-of-service is satisfied for the kth user. Hence, for a 660

QPSK constellation and for each (m, k) ∈ M × K , one can 661

define m	 � m + (� − 1)M so that the constraint in (40) can 662

be detailed as follows (41), shown at the bottom of the page. 663

The above discussion exemplifies how to define the operator 664

� related to the CI regions of a given constellation. Such 665

definition can be generalized to higher-order constellations. 666

Since this generalization has been extensively described in 667

the literature [9]–[11], [13], [38]–[40], we shall omit further 668

details on it. In all cases, the operator � defines a convex set. 669

While channel-level precoding techniques (e.g., the scheme 670

described in Section II or the MU-MISO-SEFDM scheme pro- 671

posed in [21]) deal with interference as an undesired received 672

signal component that should therefore be suppressed—for 673

instance, by targeting the exact constellation symbols (black 674

big dots in Fig. 3)—, SLP approaches interference by manip- 675

ulating it in such a way that it constructively contributes to 676

the desired signal of each user. This simultaneously confers 677

more degrees of freedom for minimizing the total trans- 678

mit power—directly related to the cost function in (40)—, 679

while also enhances the detection performance, since the 680

clean reconstructed signals are placed farther apart from the 681

decision boundaries, allowing for stronger perturbations. These 682

advantages come at a price of higher computational burden. 683

The aforementioned high computational complexity stems 684

from two reasons. Firstly, the term “symbol level” refers to 685

the fact that in order to induce and exploit CI, one needs to 686

redesign the precoder for each new symbol vector s[�]. This is 687

in contrast to channel-level precoding that requires redesigning 688

of the precoder only when the effective CSI is updated, which 689

happens less often than the MC-symbol rate either due to 690

changes in the physical channel or to modifications in the 691

frequency-packing FTN parameters. Secondly, computing the 692

precoded vectors is more complex for SLP, since those vectors 693

are the solutions—through iterative numerical processes—to 694

the optimization problem in (40), whereas linear channel-level 695

Z0E =
∑

n∈N

dH
n W βΣ∗

βAᵀCfAΣβW H
β dn

=
[
dH

0 · · · dH
N−1

] ⎡⎢⎣
W βΣ∗

βAᵀCfAΣβW H
β

. . .
W βΣ∗

βAᵀCfAΣβW H
β

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=IN⊗(W βΣ∗

βAᵀCf AΣβW H
β )�Γ∈CNM×NM

⎡
⎢⎣ d0

...
dN−1

⎤
⎥⎦

= dHΓd, (39)

⎡
⎣�
⎧⎨
⎩H ISId[�] +

∑
b∈B(f)

HIBI[b]d[� − b]

⎫⎬
⎭
⎤
⎦

(m�+kM)

�{sk[m�]}>0

�
�{sk[m�]}<0

qk�{sk[m	]}, (41a)

⎡
⎣�
⎧⎨
⎩H ISId[�] +

∑
b∈B(f)

HIBI[b]d[� − b]

⎫⎬
⎭
⎤
⎦

(m�+kM)

	{sk[m�]}>0

�
	{sk[m�]}<0

qk�{sk[m	]}. (41b)
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precoding has its complexity defined by conventional matrix-696

vector multiplications.697

The precise computational complexity of the proposed SLP698

approach depends on the specific iterative algorithm employed699

to solve problem (40). An efficient way to solve it is to use the700

accelerated projected gradient descent algorithm [41] and the701

resulting computational complexity is (cf. Section 4.5 of [40]702

for further details)703

#FLOPs = 24NK2M3 + 16K3M3 + 12NKM2
704

− 2K2M2−3KM +
(
8K2M2+6KM

)⌈ 1√
ε

⌉
,705

(42)706

where the parameter ε > 0 defines the accuracy of the solution707

with respect to the actual optimal point. The above complexity708

is much higher than, for instance, the complexity for imple-709

menting (13), which is #FLOPs = 2NKM − NM . On the710

one hand, the higher computational burden of the proposal711

impacts the base-station, which tends to be a much more712

computationally powerful unit; on the other hand, the receiver713

processing is actually simplified as compared to the ZF scheme714

described in Section II or the MU-MISO-SEFDM [21].715

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS716

The performance of the proposed space-time-frequency717

symbol-level precoders is assessed via four experiments. The718

first one focuses on a conventional multicarrier signaling719

without neither frequency packing nor FTN capabilities; the720

main objective of this experiment is to compare the pro-721

posed SLP approach against the conventional OFDM-based722

linear ZF precoder for multipath-fading channels across dif-723

ferent number of users. The second experiment focuses on724

channel-coded frequency-packed multicarrier signaling over725

flat-fading channels across different SINRs; the main goal here726

is to benchmark the proposal against the state-of-the-art MU-727

MISO-SEFDM scheme proposed in [21]. The third numerical728

experiment focuses on frequency-packed FTN multicarrier729

signaling over flat-fading channels across different SINRs; the730

main objective here is to explore the underlying trade-offs731

while varying the acceleration and packing factors, α and β732

respectively, in terms of data rate, transmit power, as well as to733

showcase the interplay between spectral and energy efficien-734

cies. The forth experiment focuses on frequency-packed FTN735

multicarrier signaling over multipath-fading channels across736

different values of α and β. The main goal here is to verify737

some of the theoretical predictions regarding α and β in a738

realistic scenario.739

For all experiments, the transmitting/receiving filters are Tβ-740

SRRC pulses, for a fixed basic Nyquist period T1 = 100 ns,741

and with roll-off factor ρ = 1/4 for Experiments 1, 3, and 4,742

or ρ = 1/10 for Experiment 2. The additive noise is white743

Gaussian with variance fixed at σ2 = 1, and the antenna744

impedance employed for power calculations is Z0 = 50 Ω.745

The figures of merit are:746

(i) effective sum rate (or throughput) given by SR �747

K · M
P · b

Ts
· (1 − SER) [bit/s], in which SER �748

1
K

∑
k∈K SER(k) is the average symbol error rate and749

b is the number of bits per constellation symbol.750

(ii) time-averaged total transmit power, Pt, computed as the 751

total analog power [W] feeding the transmitting antennas 752

averaged over the interval PTs. Here we consider the 753

actual analog power including the cross-power terms 754

resulting from the sequential block-based transmission. 755

(iii) effective system spectral efficiency, SE � 756

SR
BW [bit/s/Hz], wherein BW � 2(1+ρ)

Tβ
is the 757

bandwidth of the base-band transmitted signal. 758

(iv) channel-coded bit-error rate, named Coded BER. 759

(v) overall energy inefficiency, EI � Pt
SE [J/bit]. 760

Note that all figures of merit take into account the added 761

redundancy. 762

A. Experiment 1 763

We first study the performance of the proposed SLP 764

approach with respect to different number of users K ∈ 765

{4, . . . , N}, for a downlink transmission using N = 8 anten- 766

nas. In this experiment, no frequency-packed FTN signaling 767

is considered, i.e., (α, β) = (1, 1). The number of subcarriers 768

is fixed at M = 64, the constellation C is 16-QAM, and 769

the base-band multipath-fading models correspond to Rayleigh 770

channels with exponentially decaying power profile and with 771

resulting order varying around ν = 24. As there is no 772

time acceleration (α = 1), δ = 0 yielded well-conditioned 773

effective channel matrices. The quality of service vector is 774

q =
√

γσ21KM×1, where the target SINR γ corresponds to 775

15 dB. The guard-interval length is chosen as: (i) R = 0, 776

called ‘No red. SLP’ for the proposed space-time-frequency 777

SLP,10 and (ii) R = ν, called ‘Full red. ZF’, for the baseline ZF 778

precoder using full redundancy, which is able to both eliminate 779

IBI and induce a circulant effective channel matrix. 780

Fig. 4 depicts the results. Fig. 4(a) lets clear that the 781

proposed SLP scheme outperforms the ZF precoder in terms 782

of effective sum rate. Note that the IBI had no harmful effect 783

whatsoever on the non-redundant precoder. The scenario with 784

a higher number of users tends to be more challenging, but the 785

SLP is able to gain more with the interference exploitation. For 786

K = 8, the throughput gap drops a bit at the cost of a much 787

higher transmit power for the ZF precoder. Indeed, Fig. 4(b) 788

shows that, although the ZF precoder requires slightly less 789

transmit power than the proposed SLP for K ≤ 7, it requires 790

much more power in a fully-loaded system (K = N = 8). 791

Fig. 4(c) shows the superior performance of the proposed 792

SLP when both spectral and energy efficiencies are taken into 793

account for all considered K ∈ {4, . . . , N}. 794

B. Experiment 2 795

We now benchmark the proposed SLP approach against 796

the state-of-the-art technique for MU-MISO frequency-packed 797

MC signaling proposed in [21]. We consider the same setup 798

for which the MU-MISO-SEFDM scheme [21] was originally 799

devised, namely: frequency-packed MC signaling (i.e., α = 1 800

and β < 1) over flat-fading channels. This benchmark com- 801

prises a two-stage waveform and space precoding architec- 802

ture. The waveform precoding pre-equalizes the self-created 803

ICI within the waveform due to frequency-packing, whereas 804

10Since δ = 0, one has Rα,β = {0} in (35).
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Fig. 4. (Experiment 1) Performance comparison between the ZF precoder with full redundancy and the proposed space-time-frequency SLP with no
redundancy, as function of K and for (α, β) = (1, 1). The legend in (a) applies to all figures.

Fig. 5. (Experiment 2) Performance comparison between the proposed space-time-frequency non-redundant SLP and the baseline scheme MU-MISO-
SEFDM [21]. The legend in (a) applies to both figures.

the space precoding pre-cancels the spatial MUI. We con-805

sider delay-constrained applications with a short multicarrier-806

symbol duration (i.e., with a small number of subcarriers,807

M = 16) for a QPSK constellation, in a fully-loaded system808

with N = K = 4. In addition, we use a Reed-Solomon error809

correction scheme with parameters (8, 4) in the Galois field810

GF(24). This choice of parameters stems from the option to811

encode each multicarrier symbol separately.11 In order to get812

maximum packing capability, the frequency-packing factor β813

is set as small as possible while satisfying the theoretical814

bound in Proposition 3, i.e., β ≈ 0.9093, which represents815

about 10% of bandwidth savings. In this comparison, we con-816

sider only the ‘No red. SLP’ across different SINR values.817

Fig. 5 depicts the results. It is clear that the proposed SLP818

scheme outperforms the benchmark in terms of both channel-819

coded BER and total transmit power. Note that the IBI had820

no harmful effect whatsoever on the non-redundant precoder.821

This significant performance enhancement comes at a cost822

of entailing a higher computational burden for precoding the823

signals at the base-station, since the benchmark from [21]824

is a channel-level linear precoder, whereas our proposal is a825

symbol-level non-linear precoder.826

C. Experiment 3827

We now address the following questions: Is it really neces-828

sary to use frequency-packed FTN? Why not simply increasing829

the constellation size (e.g., from QPSK to 8PSK)? What830

are the trade-offs when we change the parameters α and831

β? In order to answer these questions, we study the SLP832

performance for frequency-packed FTN transmissions over833

flat-fading channels. Once again, we consider M = 16 in834

11Considering M = 16 QPSK symbols, each multicarrier symbol comprises
32 bits (= 8×4) for each codeword; the codewords are associated with 16-bit
(= 4 × 4) messages, resulting in rc = 1/2.

a fully-loaded system with N = K = 4, but now for both 835

QPSK as well as 8PSK constellations. 836

For the sake of clarity, we consider only the ‘No red. SLP’ 837

for different values of α and β. More specifically, (α, β) ∈ 838

{(0.90, 0.88), (0.80, 1), (1, 0.79), (1, 1)}.12
839

Fig. 6 depicts the results. Fig. 6(a) shows that, as expected, 840

if we jump from QPSK to 8PSK with no frequency packed 841

FTN signaling, i.e. with (α, β) = (1, 1), we can obtain higher 842

spectral efficiency at a cost of lower energy efficiency (i.e., 843

higher energy inefficiency). There is a region in the SE × EI 844

plane, however, where it is better to use QPSK rather than 845

8PSK. This happens for sufficiently small target SINR. On the 846

other hand, when α < 1 or β < 1, we find a region 847

in the SE × EI plane where it is better to use frequency 848

packing and/or FTN signaling as compared to not using it. For 849

example, at EI = 0.6 nJ/bit, there is about 12% improvement 850

in the SE when α < 1 and/or β < 1 as compared to a 851

QPSK transmission with (α, β) = (1, 1). Again, this holds 852

for sufficiently small target SINR, since one can get higher 853

spectral efficiency with 8PSK without packing nor acceleration 854

with the same energy efficiency of the other techniques for 855

sufficiently large target SINRs. Fig. 6(a) also lets clear the 856

equivalence among the different techniques with α < 1 and/or 857

β < 1 in the SE × EI plane. The same virtual equivalence 858

is observed in terms of SER performance13 in Fig. 6(b); but 859

12Note that, when (α, β) ∈ {(0.90, 0.88), (0.80, 1), (1, 0.79)}, one has
α · ξM (β) ≈ 1

1+ρ
; see also Proposition 3.

13Note that when α < 1 and/or β < 1 the SER reaches a floor value as
the SINR increases. This stems from the destructive effect of the backward
IBI that is not eliminated by the non-redundant (Rα,β = 0) SLP scheme.
Note that, when (α, β) = (1, 1), there is no IBI (keep in mind that in this
experiment we consider flat-fading channels) and the SER tends to zero as
the SINR grows. One could decrease the SER floor level down to zero by
increasing Rα,β .
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Fig. 6. (Experiment 3) Performance comparison between different versions of the proposed space-time-frequency non-redundant SLP across different target
SINR values. The legend in (a) applies to all figures.

these techniques differ in other figures of merit, as explained860

in the following discussion.861

Fig. 6(c) shows that the effective sum rate of the accelerated862

schemes (α < 1) is superior than the non-accelerated ones. For863

example, at SINR = 4 dB, there is about 20% improvement864

in the effective sum rate when (α, β) = (0.80, 1) and about865

8% improvement when (α, β) = (0.90, 1), as compared to866

a QPSK transmission with (α, β) = (1, 1). It is interesting867

to note that the frequency-packed non-accelerated transmis-868

sion with (α, β) = (1, 0.79) achieves virtually the same869

throughput of the QPSK with (α, β) = (1, 1) but using only870

ξM (β) ≈ 80% of its bandwidth. Fig. 6(d) shows that the871

technique that requires more transmit power is the one with872

(α, β) = (0.80, 1), which partially explains from where it873

comes its outstanding throughput performance. We therefore874

note that, although the techniques with α < 1 and/or β < 1 are875

virtually equivalent in the SE × EI plane, there is a trade-876

off among bandwidth usage, transmit power consumption, and877

throughput; this trade-off is controlled by the parameters α and878

β, which confer added flexibility to the system designer.879

D. Experiment 4880

We now study the SLP performance for FTN signaling881

with and without frequency packing and our main goal is to882

verify the theoretical prediction in Proposition 3. We consider883

M = 32 subcarriers, N = 4 transmitting antennas, K = N884

users, a QPSK constellation, and a target SINR γ of 6 dB.885

Besides the baseline ZF linear precoder with full redundancy886

R = ν, two space-time-frequency SLP precoders are employed887

according to the following guard-interval lengths: (i) R =
⌈

δ
4

⌉
,888

called ‘Quarter-delay red. SLP’ and (ii) R =
⌈

δ
2

⌉
, called ‘Half-889

delay red. SLP’. In the simulations, we consider multipath-890

fading physical channels and the resulting effective channel891

order ν was around 25, whereas the group delay δ was around892

10, depending on the specific values of α and β. We consider 893

β ∈ {0.80, 0.90, 1}. According to Proposition 3, for each 894

value of β, one has a specific value for αmin; in this case, 895

αmin ∈ {0.99, 0.89, 0.80}. We therefore chose a range of 896

values for α according to these minimum values.14
897

Fig. 7 depicts the spectral efficiency results. First of all, 898

notice that the ZF precoder is quite inefficient since it is spend- 899

ing too much bandwidth resources with redundant signals 900

(guard interval) that do not carry information. The proposed 901

redundant precoder with R = 	δ/4
 attains the highest spectral 902

efficiency among the tested schemes. The peak of the spectral 903

efficiency is always achieved at the point α = αmin. From 904

Fig. 7(b), one can see that the SE increases about 25% (for 905

R = 	δ/2
) and 22% (for R = 	δ/4
) at α = αmin, 906

as compared to the SE value obtained for non-accelerated 907

transmissions (i.e., α = 1). From Fig. 7(c), one can see that 908

the SE improves about 11% (for R = 	δ/2
) and 16% (for 909

R = 	δ/4
) at α = αmin when compared to α = 1. It is worth 910

mentioning that the spectral efficiency enhancement of the 911

proposed SLP when compared to the baseline scheme comes 912

at a price of higher computational burden. 913

Fig. 8 shows the energy inefficiency results. The pro- 914

posed redundant precoders are the most energy efficient ones, 915

wherein the minimum-redundancy scheme with R = 	δ/2
 916

attains the highest energy efficiency (lowest inefficiency). 917

Looking at the ZF curves, one can see that when trying to 918

accelerate below the minimum value of α that guarantees 919

information losslessness, the scheme starts to spend signifi- 920

cantly more transmit power without having gains in spectral 921

efficiency (see Fig. 7). Although less noticeable in this particu- 922

14Unfortunately, it was not possible to go much below the minimum value
of α that guarantees information losslessness without facing some numer-
ical issues, which limited the range of values that could be tested for the
acceleration factor.
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Fig. 7. (Experiment 4) Spectral efficiency comparison between the ZF precoder with full redundancy and the proposed space-time-frequency SLPs with
half-delay (�δ/2�) and quarter-delay (�δ/4�) redundancies, as function of α and for β = 1. The legend in (a) applies to all figures.

Fig. 8. (Experiment 4) Energy inefficiency comparison between the ZF precoder with full redundancy and the proposed space-time-frequency SLPs with
half-delay (�δ/2�) and quarter-delay (�δ/4�) redundancies, as function of α and for different values of β. The legend in (a) applies to all figures.

TABLE I

(Experiment 4) SER OF THE PROPOSED
REDUNDANT SPACE-TIME-FREQUENCY SLPS

lar experiment, the same behavior is observed for the proposed923

non-redundant systems.924

Table I shows a numerical comparison of the SER corre-925

sponding to the peak values of SE in Fig. 7 for the proposed926

redundant SLPs. As expected, one can clearly notice that the927

SER decreases when R increases.928

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS929

This paper addressed the problem of jointly han-930

dling multiuser, intersymbol, and intercarrier interference in931

downlink multi-antenna multicarrier transmissions through932

frequency-selective channels. More specifically, controlled933

intersymbol and intercarrier interference were introduced via934

frequency-packed faster-than-Nyquist signaling. In this con-935

text, redundant block-based space-time-frequency symbol-936

level precoding schemes were proposed. The introduction937

of redundancy in the block-based transmissions achieved a938

trade-off between constructive and destructive interference939

effects at the user terminals. A complete characterization of940

the interblock interference (IBI), taking into account that the941

resulting effective channel models can generate interference942

across many multicarrier symbols (not only two adjacent943

symbols), was provided considering the resulting group delay944

and its relationship with the minimum redundancy required for945

destructive IBI-free transmissions. Theoretical results showed946

the monotonicity of the spectral efficiency with respect to947

the sampling time, as well as the minimum sampling time to948

guarantee information-losslessness transmissions as a function949

of the roll-off factor of the transmitting filter, the frequency-950

packing factor, and the number of subcarriers. Numerical951

results corroborated the theoretical predictions and showed that 952

the proposed schemes can outperform zero-forcing precoders 953

in terms of achieving a better balance between spectral and 954

energy efficiencies. Future works include formulating and 955

efficiently solving the problem of optimally setting the group 956

delay of the effective channel model, analyzing the achievable 957

rate of the proposed transceivers through an information- 958

theoretic approach, as well as clarifying the relationship 959

between the number of redundant signals and an achievable 960

symbol error rate performance. 961

APPENDIX A 962

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 963

For fixed β, b, rc, ρ, M , as SE0(α, β) ∝ M
M+Rα,β

1
α and 964

M

M + Rα,β

1
α

=
M

αM + α
⌊

α′
α Rα′,β

⌋ 965

≥ M(
α
α′
)
M + Rα′,β

1
α′ 966

=
M

M + Rα′,β

1
α′

⎛
⎜⎝ 1

1 − [1−( α
α′ )]M

M+Rα′,β

⎞
⎟⎠, (43) 967

then, when α < α′, one has
[1−( α

α′ )]M
M+Rα′,β

< 1, thus implying 968

that M
M+Rα,β

1
α > M

M+Rα′,β
1
α′ ⇔ SE0(α, β) > SE0(α′, β). 969

APPENDIX B 970

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3 971

From Lemma 1, we note that the necessary and sufficient 972

condition for information losslessness can be rewritten as 973

F̃ 2(jω) > 0, ∀ω ∈ R, for F̃ 2(jω) �
∑

i∈Z

∣∣∣F (j (ω+2πi)
Ts

)∣∣∣2. 974

As f(t) is a square-root Tβ-Nyquist filter with roll-off 975

ρ, then F
(
j (ω+2πi)

Ts

)
= F

(
j
α

(ω+2πi)
T1

)
= 0 for ω �∈ 976(

−αξM (β)(1+ρ)π
T1

− 2πi
T1

, αξM (β)(1+ρ)π
T1

− 2πi
T1

)
. In this case, 977
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F̃ 2(jω) > 0, ∀ω ∈ R iff the intersection of the adjacent978

supports of F
(
j (ω+2πi)

Ts

)
and F

(
j (ω+2π(i+1))

Ts

)
is nonempty;979

iff: −αξM (β)(1+ρ)π
T1

− 2πi
T1

≤ αξM (β)(1+ρ)π
T1

− 2π(i+1)
T1

⇔980

α · ξM (β) · (1 + ρ) ≥ 1.981

APPENDIX C982

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4983

Based on (29) and (28c), the entries of the backward IBI984

matrices (H(b)
IBIk,n

[b]) will be zero when −bP +pr−pc+qδP +985

ρδ < 0 ⇔ pr−pc < (b−qδ)P −ρδ for all pair (pr, pc) ∈ P2.986

As pr − pc ∈ {−(P − 1), . . . , (P − 1)} and ρδ ∈ P , the987

former inequality certainly holds when b > qδ + 1, and it988

may hold when b = qδ + 1 (whenever ρδ = 0, i.e., whenever989

δ is a multiple of P ). In other words, H
(b)
IBIk,n

[b] = 0P×P990

for b > qδ + 1 or (b, ρδ) = (qδ + 1, 0), thus implying that991

B(b) = {1, . . . , qδ + 1} in general. Similarly, noticing that,992

based on (30), one can write ν = (B − 3)P + ρν + 1,993

with ρν being an integer number in the set P , then it fol-994

lows from (28b) that the entries of the forward IBI matrices995

(H(f)
IBIk,n

[b]) will be zero when bP +pr−pc+qδP +ρδ > (B−996

3)P +ρν+1 ⇔ pc−pr < [b−(B−3−qδ)]P−(1+ρν−ρδ) for997

all pair (pr, pc) ∈ P2. As pc−pr ∈ {−(P −1), . . . , (P −1)}998

and 1 + ρδ − ρν ∈ {−(P − 2), . . . , P}, the former inequality999

certainly holds when b > B − 2 − qδ , and it may hold when1000

b = B − 2 − qδ (whenever ρδ > ρν ; in this case, δ is not a1001

multiple of P ). In other words, H
(f)
IBIk,n

[b] = 0P×P for b >1002

B−2−qδ, or b = B−2−qδ and ρδ > ρν = ν−(B−3)P −1,1003

thus implying that B(f) = {1, . . . , B − 2 − qδ} in general.1004

Note that, from (29), the group delay satisfies δ < ν, which1005

implies (B − 2 − qδ)P > P − (1 + ρν − ρδ) ≥ 0, thus1006

yielding B − 2− qδ ≥ 1, so that the set B(f) is well-defined.1007

From (27), the number of data blocks contributing to the �th
1008

received block after sampling, synchronization, and buffering1009

is up to 1 +
∣∣B(f)

∣∣ + ∣∣B(b)
∣∣ = B whenever δ is such that1010

ρδ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ρν}, or otherwise (i.e., δ = qδP + ρδ, with1011

qδ ∈ N and ρδ ∈ P \ {1, 2, . . . , ρν}) up to B − 1.1012

APPENDIX D1013

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 51014

Firstly, note that RH
(b)
IBIk,n

[b]A is an M ×M matrix com-1015

prised of the entries
[
H

(b)
IBIk,n

[b]
]

pr,pc

, with pr ∈ {0, · · · ,1016

M−1} and pc ∈ {P−M, · · · , P −1}. From (28c), backward-1017

IBI-free transmissions are possible when −bP +pr−pc +δ <1018

0 for all b ∈ B(b), pr ∈ {0, · · · , M − 1}, and pc ∈1019

{P − M, · · · , P − 1}. The maximum value that the L.H.S.1020

of the former inequality can assume occurs when (b, pr, pc) =1021

(1, M − 1, M − P ). Thus, recalling that P = M + R, one1022

must have −(M + R) + (M − 1)−R + δ < 0 ⇔ 2R > δ − 1,1023

from which (34) follows.1024
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